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import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib
from numpy import *
from pylab import 
zeros,ones,diag,imshow,gray,imread,savefig,inv,arange
from pylab import cm
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft2,ifft2
from scipy.ndimage import filters,morphology,measurements
def normalize(v): return v/norm(v)
def max1(v): return v*1.0/amax(v)
def show(image,**keys): imshow(real(image),**keys); gray(); 
savefig("temp.png")
def logshow(image): imshow(log(1.0+abs(image))); gray(); 
savefig("temp.png")
def make1d(image):
    return image.reshape(prod(image.shape[:-1]),image.shape[-1])
print "OK"
def local_minima(image):
    return (image<roll(image,1,0)) & (image<roll(image,-1,0)) & 
(image<roll(image,1,1)) & (image<roll(image,-1,1)) 

       OK

In this worksheet, we look at watershed segmentation. 

There isn't much point applying this to photos, since the resulting segmentations are usually not very useful. 

However, the watershed segmentation is quite useful in many industrial applications, so we're using it here to

segment a blob image into its parts.

image = imread(DATA+"blobs.png")[:,:,0]
show(image) 



       

In order to apply watershed segmentation, we need an edge image (an image containing the approximate
separators).  We use the smoothed gradient magnitude.

edges = filters.gaussian_gradient_magnitude(image,1.0)
show(edges) 



       

We also need a set of "markers".  Since we are looking for dark regions, local minima are a good set of markers.

smoothed = filters.gaussian_filter(image,4.0)
show(smoothed) 



       

seeds = local_minima(smoothed)
show(seeds) 



       

seeds = morphology.binary_dilation(seeds,ones((3,3)))
markers,n = measurements.label(seeds)
show(markers) 



       

That looks like an OK set of markers.  Let's perform the watershed segmentation now.

edges8 = array(255*edges/amax(edges),'uint8')
seg = measurements.watershed_ift(edges8,markers)
imshow(seg,cmap=cm.spectral); savefig("temp.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xd04c6cc>

Obviously, the background didn't come out just as a single segment.  That's because several of the markers

ended up in the background.  We can identify the background in several different ways.  Here, let's just eliminate

all region that are "too bright" on average to be of interest.

for i in range(amax(seg)):
    mean = measurements.mean(image,seg,i)
    if mean>0.7: seg[seg==i] = 0

imshow(seg,cmap=cm.spectral); savefig("temp.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xd047f4c>

Finally, let's draw the outlines of the blobs on top of the original image.

edges = (seg>0) - morphology.binary_erosion(seg>0,ones((3,3)))
imshow(maximum(edges,0.5*image)); savefig("temp.png") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xd05234c>

A note of caution: in order to get this result, we needed to pick a number of parameters (smoothing parameters

for the edge detection and marker detection, grayscale threshold to eliminate background).  Getting good results

is quite dependent on picking the right parameters.  Usually this is done by manually "tuning" the parameters for a

particular application and then hoping that the images that the system is applied to continue to remain similar to

the original test images.

 

       

 

       

 



                 


